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nbn purpose

2020 business goals
Build completed within
$49 billion peak funding
(range reduced to $47-51bn)

Connect Australia

8 million

8 million premises
connected

$4.9 billion revenue

premises connected
by 2020
Positive customer experience

Bridge the digital divide
Best Employer Indices: top
quartile ANZ companies
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Incredible scale achieved to reach halfway built
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Industry and market dynamics in play

20-30% CAGR
consumer data usage:
300GB p/m expected 2020

video
applications
Influx of

Consumer
experience

Industry process and
systems

confusion

integration

46 RSPs and 100+
retailers in a rapid
inventory release market

Heavily heated retail
market evoking a

price war
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We will complete the build by 2020
Cumulative ready for service plan

Number of premises made ready for service
(millions)
• Rollout finished by 2020.
• FY21 footprint reflects new builds.
• 200,000 premises removed from FY18 target
footprint due to fewer premises in existence;
100,000 premises removed over FY19/FY20.
• 200,000 premises adjusted FY18 to FY19 for
the introduction of FTTC.
• 200,000 premises brought forward from FY20
into FY19.
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Continue to leverage MTM for positive outcomes
Planned footprint by technology at FY20 (Base Case)
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With a priority to complete underserved areas
Progression of the rollout of underserved vs. non-underserved areas
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We will have 8 million premises activated by 2020
Cumulative activations plan

Number of premises activated (millions)
• On track for 8.1 million premises
connected by 2020.
8.1 8.1
6.9

6.9

8.6

• Regardless of fewer premises being
made ready for service, activations
targets remain unchanged.
• Continued activations post build in FY21
to 8.6 million premises connected.

4.4 4.4

2.3 2.4
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Speed tier and data usage growth remains positive
Wholesale speed tier mix
Average monthly data
usage forecast growth

20-30%
CAGR
to 2025
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Pricing: as usage
climbs, cost per unit
declines
CVC model is working as intended to promote
a great network experience

Most retailers now purchasing more CVC at a lower cost.
Continue to monitor and consult on pricing model.
Price per unit of CVC has come down 30 per cent in 2.5 years.

Average monthly usage per
end user (GB)

DBD changed to retailer-based average 1 June 2017: lower price
per unit for retailers.

Forecast CVC pricing/usage
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Cost per Premises now includes FTTC
Weighted average CPP by technology when the initial build is complete
(rounded to the nearest $100)

* Estimate
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nbn 2021 forecast view

Total revenue

Premises activated

ARPU

$5.4bn

8.6m

$52

Premises ready
for service

Cash flow

Peak debt

$0.1 bn

$19.5 bn

11.7m
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Questions?
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This presentation contains some information extracted from the audited Consolidated Financial Report of nbn co limited (nbn) for the year ended 30 June 2017. The audited Consolidated Financial Report is
expected to be made available in August 2017. The Consolidated Financial Report consists of the Statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, Statement of financial position, Statement of
changes in equity, Statement of cash flows and the Notes to the financial statements for the nbn Consolidated Group, comprising nbn co limited, nbn tasmania ltd and nbn co spectrum pty ltd. While every
effort is made to provide accurate and complete information in this presentation, no representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy or completeness or reliability of that information.

All amounts are in Australian Dollars unless otherwise stated.
This presentation may contain forward looking statements that are based on nbn’s best considered professional assessment of present economic and operating conditions, present Australian Government
policy and a number of assumptions regarding future events and actions which, at the date of this presentation, are expected to take place. Such forward looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other important factors, many of which are beyond nbn’s control.
While such forward looking statements are based on nbn’s best considered professional assessment, nbn’s officers do not give any assurance to any third party that the results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking statements will actually occur and such statements should not be relied on or considered to be a representation of what will happen by any third
party.
Other than as required by nbn's reporting obligations to the Commonwealth, nbn and its officers have no obligation to update these forward looking statements based on circumstances, developments or
events occurring after the date of this presentation.
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